
28-70mm. f.1:3.5-4.8 Minolta MD Zoom 
Production: 1990-2005 

 
Serial Nr.54022424 

Minolta Code 2526-100 
 

Insription on the lens: 
Minolta MD Zoom 28-70mm 1:3.5-4.8 Japan Ø55mm 

 
 

The 28-70mm. f.3.5-4.8 Minolta MD Zoom (Macro) is an economic lens built in 
collaboration with Cosina, presented in March 1990. It has the capability of macro 
shooting with a 1: 4 ratio, the graphics concerning the "macro" settings are painted 
in blue and indicates two reproduction ratios 1: 4 and 1: 6. To keep the costs of the 
product low, the slider for the lock on the minimum aperture (which remains 
painted in green) and also the release button of the focal ring to switch from the 
normal position to the MACRO function have been abolished on this lens. 
On the outside, in addition to the inscription on the front of the lens, you can see 
the introduction of those improvements typical of the Minolta MD series: the 
numbering of the standing scale now painted in yellow-orange. The focal lengths 
70, 50, 35, 28.are indicated on the zoom ring. The number 70 is painted in yellow, 
the numbers 50 and 35 in white, the number 28 in orange. Two small lines are 
shown on the barrel, one yellow and the other orange. The front lens cap has the 
new Minolta brand graphics with the rising sun in the "O". The identification of the 
objective is given only by the inscription located frontally around the first lens. Like 
all the others in the MD series, this lens also has the MC coupling. 
 



Numero lenti 
Number of lenses 

8 

Gruppi 
Groups 

8 

Angolo di ripresa 
Field angle 

75° - 34° 

Distanza minima di ripresa 
Minimum focus distance 

0,8 m. / 2,6 ft. 

Accoppiamento diaframma 
Diaphragm coupling 

automatico 
automatic 

Gamma diaframmi 
Aperture range 

3.5 - 22 

Dimensioni - diametro x lunghezza in mm. 
Dimensions: diameter x length (mm.). 

63,5 x 78 

Peso - in grammi 
Weight - in grams 

375 

Misura attacco filtri - in mm. 
Filter attachment size (mm.) 

55 

Colore dei numeri in piedi 
Color numbering values in feet 

giallo 
yellow 

Blocco sul diaframma minimo 
Lock on the minimum aperture 

no 

Pulsante stop-down sull’obiettivo 
Stop-down button on the lens 

no 

Ghiera di messa a fuoco 
Focus ring 

metallo nero con  gomma nera 
black metal with black rubber 

Ghiera dei diaframmi 
Aperture ring 

metallo nero 
black metal 

Supporto della baionetta / baionetta 
Bayonet / bayonet mount 

acciaio inossidabile / acciaio inossidabile 
stainless steel / stainless steel 

Paraluce 
Lens hood 

clip-on 

 

 


